Abstract-Observations are made of data generated by a stationary ergodic finite-alphabet information source according to an unknown statistical model. Two modeling problems, the identification problem and the order estimation problem, are considered. In the identification problem, one wishes to decide from the observed data whether the source model belongs to a given model class. In the order estimation problem, one wishes to decide from the observed data to which of infinitely many given model classes the source model belongs. It is required that the given model class in the identification problem and that each given model class in the order estimation problem be a constrained finite· state model class, which is a type of model class that includes many model classes of information-theoretic interest. Strongly consistent decision rules are exhibited in both the identification problem and the order estimation problem. The decision rules are code-based in that a model class is cbosen based upon how well a certain code for that class encodes the observed data. The code used for a model class is based upon the maximum likelihood code for that class, and asymptotic code performance is gauged by means of a key property of divergence rate distance.
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INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER a finite-alphabet information source which generates a random sequence of symbols X I , X 2, X 3, . . '.
We assume that this random sequence is stationary and er godic. Suppose that the distribution /-t of the source sequence (Xi) is not known. By observing a large number of terms of the source sequence, we may hope to model /-t as a member of a certain type of model class, with a high degree of confidence. In this paper, we consider two kinds of modeling problems that arise in this context, identification problems and order estimation problems. In an identification problem, one wishes to learn whether or not /-t lies in a given model class; for example, one may wish to know whether /1 is i.i.d. In an order estimation problem, one is given a sequence of model classes whose union contains jl, and wishes to determine which of the classes contains /-t; for example, one may know that /-t is Markovian of finite unknown order and may wish to determine the order. The following two subsections detail what shall be our approach to identification problems and order estima tion problems.
A. Identification Problem�
We consider again the source whose output (X;J has un known distribution /-t. Let M be a model class consisting of probability measures on the source alphabet sequence space.
The identification problem for the model class M would involve the determination of a binary-valued decision rule Yn based on the first n source samples (XI, X2;" ., Xn) in which the decision that /-t E M is made if Y n = 1 and the decision that /-t rt M is made if Y n = O. We desire a strongly consistent decision rule, which means that with probability one, the correct decision is made for n sufficiently large. We also require an information-theoretic solution to the identification problem in that the decision as to whether jJ, belongs to M is based upon seeing which of two noiseless binary codes encodes (XI, X2,"', Xn) using the smaller number of bits. We call this approach to the identification problem code based identification.
We are interested in the identification problem for a type of model class called a constrained finite-state model class. Roughly speaking, a constrained finite-state model class con sists of the measures by which we model all finite-state sources on a common finite source alphabet in which the number of states is fixed and the state-to-state transition probabilities are constrained by means of a compactness condition. (A precise definition of constrained finite-state model class is given in Section II.) Constrained finite-state model classes include a wide variety of model classes ;)f interest in information theory. Examples of constrained finite-state model classes on a given finite source alphabet are the class of all Li.d. models, the class of all Markovian models of a fixed order, the class of all finite-state models having a fixed number of states, and the class of all hidden Markov models having a fixed number of states [2 7] .
Bailey [3] obtained an explicit decision rule in the iden tification problem for classes of i.i.d. models and classes of Markovian models, but not for constrained finite-state model classes. The author [10] addressed the identification problem for a type of model class which includes the constrained finite state model classes, but did not obtain an explicit form for the decision rule one would employ for these model classes.
In the present paper, we find an explicit decision rule in 0018-9448/93$03.00 © J 993 IEEE the identifi cation problem for constrained finite-state model classes. We achieve this rcsult in Theorem 1 of Section II.
B. Order Estimation Problems
Consider again the source whose output (Xi) has unknown distribution 1". Let M l , M 2 , 11,13, .•• be an increasing sequence of model classes, each consisting of measures on the source alphabet sequence space. Suppose that one knows that I" is a member of one of the classes {Mi}, but does not know those i for which f1 E Mi. In the order estimation problem for the classes {Mi}, one wishes to estimate the order of the source relative to the classes {Ali} (which is the smallest i such that tL belongs to Mi) by an examination of (Xl,X2"",Xn) for large n. We desire that our order estimates be strongly consistent as n ---> 00, and we require that the estimates be code-based in that the order estimate based on the sample (Xl,X2"",Xn) is i, if and only if the code ¢i in some sequence of codes {¢1,¢ 2,"'} assigns to (X1,X2,···X n ) the codeword of shortest length.
One widely used code-based approach to order estimation problems has been popularized by J. Rissanen [15] - [20] . In this approach, the codes {¢;} that arc employed for the {Mi} are selected according to the minimum description length (MDL) criterion. In the code-based approach employed in this paper, we select the codes {¢i} in a different way, so as to insure strong consistency of the resulting sequence of order estimators. In Section II, we discuss the difference in struc ture between the codes we employ and the codes employed by Rissanen.
We investigate the order estimation problem for classes {Mi} in which all the Mi are constrained finite-state model classes on the same finite source alphabet. We exhibit a strongly consistent sequence of order estimators for this prob lem in Theorem 2 of Section II. Special cases of this problem had earlier been considered. Tong [24] derived a sequence of order estimators using Akaike's information criterion [1] for the order estimation problem in which Mi is the class of ith order Markov models (i = 1,2,··· 
. ).
The order estimators found in the papers [14] , [271 are not consistent; however, Liu and Narayan [13] showed how these order estimators could be slightly modified to achieve strong consistency. Liu and Narayan [13] also provided their own strongly consistent order estimators in the case in which Mi is the class of all i-state hidden Markov models (-i = 1,2,·· .).
There is an extensive literature on order estimation prob lems, and it is not our purpose here to survey all of the order estimation results that have been obtained. In the previous paragraph, we mentioned those results that were relevant to the result on order estimation presented in this paper. In Section II, we cite some other results on order estimation. The reader may IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY. VOL. 39, NO.3, MAY 1993 fi nd numerous other publications on order estimation cited in the bibliography of the recent monograph [20] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we give the necessary background so that our results on identifi cation and order estimation can be formally stated.
In Sections III and IV, we give a treatment of the concept of divergence-rate distance and of the concept of the rate profi le of a code (respectively), which are key concepts in our investigation of identifi cation problems and order estimation problems. In Section V, which concludes the paper, we give the proofs of our identifi cation and order estimation results.
II. STATEMENT OF PRINCIPAL RESULTS
We present several subsections which give necessary back ground, finishing with a subsection in which we state our results on identifi cation problems and order estimation prob lems.
A. Generic Notations
We point out notational conventions that shall be in force throughout the paper. The notation 1\1 denotes the set of posi tive integers. If j E 1\1, then Ij denotes the set {I, 2,··· ,j}. Let 5 be a fi nite sel. Then lSI denotes the cardinality of S, sn (n E 1\1) denotes the set of all n-tuples that can be formed from the elements of S, and S* denotes the set of all strings of fi nite length that can be formed from the elements of S (i.e., S' = UnSn).
All logarithms shall be to base two. Also, the notation
If x is a real number, then IX 1 shall denote the smallest positive integer 2: x. Finally, the notation arg min i q(i), where q = q(i) is a positive-integer valued function of a positive-integer valued variable i, denotes that we take the smallest i at which the minimum of q is achieved.
B. Finite Alphabet Sequence Space
We fix throughout the paper a fi nite symbol set A of size IAI 2: 2, which will serve as the alphabet for all the information sources that we consider. We let A = denote the sequence space consisting of all infinite sequences (Xl, X2, ... ) whose terms belong to A. For each n E 1\1 and each x = (Xl, X2, .•• ,X n ) E An, we let [xl denote the fi nite-dimensional cylinder set consisting of all sequences in A= whose first n terms are X l , ... , X n , respectively. We then make A = into the measurable space whose measurable sets are those sets which belong to the sigma-fi eld spanned by the fi nite-dimensional cylinder sets {[xl: X E A n , n E I\I}.
C. Measures on the Sequence Space
Let }\.1 (A) denote the set of all probability measures on the sequence space A=. If I" E .M(A) and n E 1\1, we let I"n denote the probability measure on A n in which I"n(X) = f1([x]), ;z: E A n . The measures {I"n} can be described from the point of view of random sequences. Suppose X = (Xl, X2,"') is a A=-valued random sequence. For each n E 1\1, let xn denote the random vector (Xl,X2,"',X n ) consisting of the fi rst n entries of X. Then, if fJ, E M ( A) is the distribution of X, the measure fJ,n is the distribution of x n .
If M is a subset of M(A) and n E N, we let Mn denote the set {An : A E M} of probability measures on An.
A sequence {An} of measures in M(A) is said to converge weakly to a measure A in M(A) if {A n (E)} converges to A(E) for every finite-dimensional cylinder subset E of A=. We endow M(A) with the unique metrizable topology in which convergence of sequences of measures is precisely weak convergence. Since we take M(A) to have a topology, we can speak of Borel subsets of M(A) as well as probability measures on Borel subsets of M(A).
is said to be ergodic if it is shift-invariant and if fJ,(E) = ° or 1 whenever E is a measurable subset of Aoo for which (Xl> X2,"') E E, if and only if (X2, X3, ..• ) E E. We let Me denote the subset of M(A) consisting of all the ergodic measures.
In this paper, the terminology model class refers to a Borel subset of M(A) whose intersect� with Me is nonempty. If M is a model class, we let M denote the model class consisting of all the mixture models that can be formed from the measures in M. This means that A E M, if and only if there is a probability measure a on M such that
For the purposes of this paper, an information source (or simply source) is a pair [X, fJ,] in which X is a A""-valued random sequence (Xl, X2, X3,···) (called the source output), and fJ, E M(A) is the distribution of the source output X.
We say that a source [X, fJ,] is stationary if fJ, is shift invariant, and we say that the source [X, fJ,] is ergodic if
J.t E Me.
In the solution to the identifi cation problem that we present later (see Theorem 1), we shall need the concept of the entropy-rate of a source. If n E N and A is a probability measure on A n , the entropy of A is the number H(A) defi ned by We now give a formal definition of the concept of con strained fi nite-state model class.
We say that a set C of j -state transition functions is closed if, whenever {Pi: i E N} is a sequence of j-state transition func tions from C converging coordinatewise to a j-state transition function p, then p E C. (Saying that a set C of j-state transitions is closed is equivalent to saying that C is a compact subset of a Euclidean space, since every j -state transition function can be thought of as a point in a j 2 lAI-dimensional Euclidean space.) If q is a probability measure on Ij x A and p is a j-state transition function, we define fJ,q,p to be the measure in M(A) such that, for evcry n ?: 2 and every (Xl, X 2 ,'"
... p ('Un, XnI Un�l)' For some j E N, suppose C is a closed set of j-state transition functions. We let M(C) denote the model class {fJ,q,p : q a prob. dist. on Ij x A, P E C}. The model classes {M (C) : C a closed set of j -state transition functions for some j EN} shall be called constrained finite-state model classes.
F. Codes
For the purposes of this paper, we define a code ¢ to be a mapping from A * to the set of binary strings {O, I} * such that whenever 81 and 82 are two different strings in A* of the same length, then ¢(81) is not a prefix of ¢(82)' If b is a binary string, we let L[b] denote the length of the string b.
We state two fundamental facts about codes [5, ch. 5] that we shall need.
Fact 1: Let ¢ be a code. Then the function a : A* ---t N defi ned by
If a: A* ---t N is a function such that (2.2) holds, then there is a code ¢ such that (2.1) holds.
G. Maximum Likelihood Codes
The concept of maximum likelihood code was introduced by Shtarkov, who used this concept in the context of universal source coding [22] , [23] . We shall use maximum likelihood codes in this paper in the context of the code-based identi fi cation problem for constrained finite-state model classes. In this subsection, we defi ne the concept of maximum likelihood code.
Let M be any modcl class. We let TM be the function defined on A * by
numbers defined by n E N} be the sequence of such that a > ,13 + 1. Fix a code ;;; for which (2.6) holds. Let 'IjJ be any code for which
Using Fact 2, there must exist a code cPM such that for each n E N and each x E A",
Any such code cP M shall be called a maximum likelihood code for the model class M.
H. Code-Based Identification
Let M be an arbitrary model class. In our code-based approach to the identification problem for the model class M, we seek a pair of codes {cP, 'IjJ} such that
Given cP, 'IjJ satisfying (2.3)-(2.4), one easily obtains a decision rule that can be used in the identification problem for M. This decision rule operates as follows: Having observed the first n source samples X 1 , X2, ••• ,x n , decide that the source is mod eled by a measure in
Prob[for n suff. large, correct decision is made based on samples X I, ... , X n ] = 1. (2.5) Statement (2.5) tells us that our decision rule is strongly consistent, as desired. The first of the two main results of this paper (Theorem 1) tells us how to obtain codes satisfying (2.3)-(2.4) in the identification problem for a constrained finite-state model class . To achieve this result, one must employ a code ;;; which satisfies the property
It is known that co�es 'IjJ satisfying (2.6) exist [11] . Perhaps the best known code 'IjJ for which (2.6) holds is the Lempel-Ziv code [26] .
We are now ready to state Theorem 1. (The proof is given in Section V.) In Section V, we shall prove the following result on order estimation. In code-based approaches to the order estima tion problem for a sequence of model classes {M'}, one proposes a sequence of codes {cPi} and then uses the statistic arg mini L[cP;(x n )] as the estimator of the unknown source ordcr based on the source sample xn. For the codes {cPi} that we selected in Theorem 2, the codeword length L[¢ i (xnl] takes the approximate form (2, 10 ) for large n, where {Ci} is a certain nondecreasing sequence of positive constants that is determined from the model classes { M' } . Let {Y n (xn )} be the sequence of statistics in which Y n (X n ) = argmin i { -log TMi (xn) + C; log n}, V n. 
III. INVESTIGATIONS INTO DIVERGENCE-RATE DISTANCE
Our solution to the identification problem will involve a notion of distance from a measure to a model class cailed divergence-rate distance. It is the purpose of this section to define this distance and to prove a key property of this distance in relation to constrained finite-state model classes.
A. Kullback-Leibler and Divergence-Rate Distances
If >'1 and >"2 are two probability measures on A n for a given n, then D(>"lll>"2), the Kullback-Leibler distance (also called Kullback-Leibler divergence) between >" 1 and >"2 is defined by
with the usual convention that a term in the above sum is taken to be zero whenever >"1 (x) = 0 and is taken to be 00 whenever >"l(X) > 0 and >"2(X) = O. The following properties are well known [7, ch. 5]:
If It is a probability measure on An and A is a family of probability measures on An, then D(ltIlA) denotes the quantity infvEA D(ltll v ) .
Let It E M(A) and let A be a nonempty subset of M(A).
provided that the sequence {n-l D(lt n IIA n )} has a limit.
From properties P.l)-P.2) of Kullback-Leibler distance, we obtain the following properties of divergence-rate distance:
We present a result which shows that D(ltIIA) exists when ever It is shift-invariant and A is the set of mixture models arising from a constrained finite-state model class. Ta king the expected value of both sides of (3.2), we see that E[log TM(xn)] = -00, n > m. Hence, all but finitely many terms of the sequence {n-1 E[log TM (x n )]} are -00 and so this sequence possesses a limit (namely, -00).
Now suppose E[ log TM (x n )] is finite for every n.
Using Lemma A.S of the Appendix again, we see the sequence {E[log TM( x n )]} is subadditive and so the sequence {n -1E�og Tj\1 (X n ) ] } possesses a limit. We now relate the two sequences {n-1D(/L n IIM n )} and {n-1 E[log TM(X n )]}. Note that if v E M then, and so where {Cn} is a sequence of positive constants for which n -l log C n --. ° as n --. �. This gives us the bound is defined and, appealing to (3.3) and (3.4) again, we see that formula (3.1) is valid.
B. A Property of Divergence-Rate Distance
We now present our key result on divergence-rate distance. We shall exploit this result later to obtain our main results Theorems 1 and 2.
Proposition 2: Let M be a constrained finite-state model class, and let Jl E M(A) be shift-invariant. Suppose
The proof of the Proposition will be accomplished by means of two lemmas. First, we develop some notation concerning conditional distributions: If f L E M(A) and ;J: E A*, then Jl ( ·Ix) denotes the probability measure in M (A) such that
(In other words, if [X, Jl ] is a source and x E A n , then f L('lx) is the conditional distribution of (X n+ l , Xn+ 2,' .. )
is a Aoc-measurable function of x for each ADO-measurable set E, and 2) if (Xi : i = 0, ±1, ±2,···) is a bilateral process such that the distribution of (Xi, Xi+I, . .. ) is Jl 'V i, then /t( 'Ix) serves as the con ditional probability distribution for the process (X I, X 2, ... ) given (Xo, X -I, X -2,"·) = x.
Taking the infimum over v then yields n
Let C n be the quantity defined by n where the notation H(UIV) is used to designate the condi tional entropy of the random variable U given the random variable 1/. The right side of (3.6) equals
The sequence c n tends to zero with 71, for any bilateral process (Xi) whose entries come from a finite set. Hence, we have the following bound for each j: The left side of (3.7) is � D (p.IIA) and so (3.5) fo llows. 0
Lemma 2: Let A be a closed convex non-empty subset of
Proof: Let (Xi) be a stationary process such that the dis tribution of (Xi, Xi+ I ,"') is Jl for all i. Suppose D(/LIIA) = 0. From Lemma 1, from which it follows that a.s. , (3.8) using P . 3) and the fact that A is a closed subset of M(A). We have S a meas. subset of A = .
(3.9)
Letting <P be the distribution of the random measure J-L(·IXo,X-r,X-2,· .. ) we see from (3.8) that <P is concentrated on A. This fact allows us to re-write (3.9) as
Since A is closed and convex, we can deduce that I}' E A from the preceding relation. 
IV. CONCEPT OF RATE PROFILE
A code will encode different sources at different rates. Informally speaking, the rate profile of a code is a function which gives these different rates. In this section, we formally defi ne the concept of rate profile and examine the rate profile of maximum likelihood codes. The determination of the rate profile of a maximum likelihood code proves to be crucial in our attack upon the identification problem for constrained finite-state model classes.
A. Rate Profile of a General Code
The rate R(X n l¢» (in bits per source symbol) at which a code ¢> encodes the first n symbols x n generated by a source is the ratio L[¢>(x n )]/n. We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the rate R(Xnl4» as n -+ 00. To this end, we say that a code ¢ is stable if, for any ergodic source [X, J-L ] ' the sequence {R(xnl¢) : n E N} converges almost surely to a constant R(J-LI¢) E [0,00] . If a code is stable, its rate profile is defi ned to be the function J-L -+ R(J-LI4» on Me.
B. Rate Profile of Maximum Likelihood Codes
In this subsection, we shall prove the following result which gives the rate profile of the maximum likelihood codes that are associated with constrained fi nite-state model classes.
Proposition 3: Let M be a constrained finite-state model class. Then the maximum likelihood code ¢ M is stable, and for each J-L E Me, the following is true:
Prool Fix I)' E Me. Fix a source whose output X has distribution J-L. Then, by Lemma A.6 of the Appendix, one of the following two conditions. holds:
Condition C.l) is equivalent to the condition D(J-LnIlMn) < 00 for all n_ Under condition C.l), the sequence {R(Xnl ¢> M) : n E N} has the same almost sure limiting behavior as the sequence {-n-1 log TM(Xn) : n E N} . But, in view of Lemma A.5 of the Appendix and the subadditive ergodic theorem [12] , this latter sequence is almost surely convergent to the extended real number limn->oo -n -1 E[log TM(X n ) ] under condition C.l). Under condition C.2), the sequence { R( x n 14> M )} is almost surely convergent to 2 log I A I. Hence, the code ¢M is stable and
Applying formula (3.1) to the preceding, we see that formula (4.1) is valid.
D
Corollary: Let M be a constrained finite-state model class. 
V. PROOFS OF PRINCIPAL REsULTS
In this final section, we prove Theorems 1 and 2. 
Then condition (2.3) will hold if we can show that the sequence {J-Ln (En) : n EN } is summable. Since ¢> is the maximum likelihood code for M, we have
otherwise.
(4.1)
From this, it follows that
Summing then yields (in view of Fact 1) P, n (E n l ::; 47M(n)n-<'> 2Q, 11 . EN.
By choice of a, the sequence {T M ( n )n -Q} is summable and therefore the sequence {P, n(En)} is summable. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we have
Then, applying (2.9), we obtain We can now deduce that
The sequence on the right side of (5.9) is summable, and so we conclude that For each pair of positive integers 11., -i., defi ne E n ,; to be the set
Then there exists for each n ;:: 2 a measure er" E Mn such that
Proof' Fix n, 11. ;:: 2. We introduce some notation that will make the proof go smoothly. The notation u n shall represent an n-dimensional vector variable u n = (Ul," "U n ) whose components Ui corne from Ij. The notation x n shall represent an n-dimensional vector variable xn = (X l,"" X n ) whose components X i come from A. For each 11. E N, let S n be the set of all pairs (U n , Xn) in which the variables un and xn are allowed to take on all possible values.
For each j-state transition function p, let Wp be the function defined On S n in which Wp(u n ,x n ) = p(U2,X2Iu 1 )p(U3,X3Iu2)" ,p(u n ,xnlu n -d·
The functions {Wp} are important for the following reaSOn: If q is a probability measure on Ij x A and p E C, then, {(un,xn):xn=x')
x' E An . x' E An .
The sum on the right can be re-expressed as the double sum This double sum is equal to
We can upper bound this quantity to get the following upper bound for the left side of (A3): x' E An.
Using q(U1, xd = j-1 IAI-1 in (A2) we see that each of the interior summations on the right in (A4) yields an element of Mn when divided by jiAI. Formalizing this observation, let q be the probability measure equidistributed over Ij x A. Let an E Mn be the distribution that one obtains by averaging up the nth order marginals of the measures {Mq,P(s): S E T n }.
Then rewriting the right side of (A4) we see that TM(X') :0::: jIAIIT n l an(x'), x' E An .
(AS) different types among the elements of S n . The number of types is :0::: nP1A1 [6, lemma 2.2]. This bound, applied to (AS), yields the desired conclusion (AI).
0
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma Ai. Pr {(S i + 1 ,X i +1) = (s,X)I(S i ,X i ) = ( .�' ,x')} = p(s,x l s') for all s',x',s,x, such that the distribution of (Sl,X1) is q.
Let mEN. If x E Am, let qX be the conditional distribution of (S m +1,X m +d given xm = x. With probability one, if xm = x then Mq,P('lx) = Mq·,P. Proof' Let j E N and let C be a closed set of j-state transition functions such that M = M(C). Let 'Vj be the set of all pairs (q,p) in which q is a probability measure on Ij x A and p E C. The set 'Vj can be viewed, in an obvious way, as a compact subset of a finite-dimensional Euclidean space, and we endow 'Vj with the measurable space structure it inherits from the underlying Euclidean space. Let >. E M.
There is a probability measure (J on 'Vj such that >. = J Mq,Pda(q,p) . 
From (A6) and (A.7), we have >'(,1 x) = J l},q,P( . , x)da*(q,p).
Using the result and the notation of Lemma A3, we may rewrite the preceding equation as >.(-1 x) = J Mq",P da*(q,p).
The cardinality IT n 1 may be interpreted as the number of From this equation, it is clear that >'(,1 x) E M. 
